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Though 'Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets' is a solid sequel, it's
'Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban' that really comes into its own.
It's also the first time that David Yates comes into full possession of the
series, and it's clear that he sees the films not only as a series but also as
a continuing saga. The changes aren't just to the look and feel of the
films; they're also in the characters and their development. The look of
the films changes as well, and much of this is an attempt to move the
'Potter' franchise out of the theaters and into the home. 'Azkaban' is also
where the first of a number of changes begins to occur -- namely, the
addition of background children. The first film is all about Harry, and the
second through fifth films are all about the characters beyond the first.
When it comes to the discs themselves, the first four discs are absolutely
pristine, with no scratches or marks on the edge of the plastic. The only
thing on the disc itself is a slight indentation, which is normal for this type
of dual-layered disc. The fifth disc is a bit of a different story, however.
The inner layer has a very slight ding on it, and on closer inspection the
thing is clearly scratched. Clearly, Warner was trying to make a point. I
think they succeeded. When British artist Chris Sanders drew a picture of
Harry Potter that gave the boy wizard a younger, bigger-eared, and more
adorable-looking look than previously depicted in the films, it was
unceremoniously rejected by author J.K. Rowling. It was later adored by
the public, nevertheless, and this 2004 cover was used to illustrate the
fifth and final chapter in the Harry Potter saga. It's fitting, therefore, that
it is the last Potter film in which the illustrator was featured, and the
image is hauntingly beautiful.
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harry potter is a franchise of books and movies. the books and movies are
only partially connected. the best book to watch, if you are a harry potter

fan, is harry potter and the order of the phoenix. it contains the events
that happen in the movies, but it is really for the fans. the only people
who read the books are the fans and those who see the movies. this is
where the name of the series comes from. people call the series harry
potter, not harry potter and the order of the phoenix. it is actually a

movie. there are seven books in the series. the first one is harry potter
and the philosopher's stone. the seventh and final book in the series is

harry potter and the deathly hallows. the books in the series are written
by j.k. rowling, who is one of the most famous authors of all time. harry is
a boy who lives with his muggle grandparents in a little village in england.

he is the only wizard living in the village. the muggle world is a world
where people don't know that there is magic. it is a world where magic is

real, but only wizards use magic. the wizarding world is a world where
wizards use magic, but it is hidden from the muggle world. harry lives

with his grandparents in the wizarding world. his grandparents are called
dursley's. his uncle is named dudley, and his aunt is named petunia.

harry's friends are named ron weasley and hermione granger. they are
both muggle-born. harry's friends spend most of their time with him in the

wizarding world. they are important to the story of the first movie. the
movie opens in england in the summer. it is a sunny day. harry is asleep

in his bed. the sun is shining into his room. a red diary falls out of the sky.
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